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Abstract. Ideal MHD stability limits of anticipated plasma configurations for the National Spherical

Torus Experiment (NSTX) [Ono, M., et al., Nucl. Fus. 40 (2000) 557] and the dependence on the

parameters defining the MHD equilibrium are evaluated. The study provides a quantitative compu-

tational evaluation of the stability limit variations induced by changes to the equilibrium of NSTX

high-β plasmas. The analysis is based on a reference free-boundary equilibrium with β = 41.5%,

monotonic safety factor q profile (qa = 12.1; q0 = 2.8), and broad pressure profile p (peaking fac-

tor F p ≡ p(0)/<p> = 1.7). On this reference target local variation of the plasma boundary, safety

factor q, and pressure p profiles are imposed. Localized inflection of the outboard plasma boundary,

produced by near-field effects from ploloidal shaping field coils, weaken the stability due to the desta-

bilization of high-n ballooning modes. Variation of the q profile at different radial location can also

degrade stability. Both experimental profiles from existing tokamaks and spherical torus machines

and profiles generated from transport modeling of anticipated neutral beam heated plasmas are used.

Degraded stability is found at increasing pressure peaking factor due to the destabilization of n = 1

kink/ballooning modes. Direct access to the second region of stability is found in certain configura-

tions and, for the entire set of variations considered, the lower calculated β -limits values are still in

the range of 20.0% without considering the stabilizing effect of the passive conducting structures

1. Introduction

Low aspect ratio fusion concepts are potentially

attractive choices for a future fusion energy reac-

tor [1] or a volume neutron source (VNS) [2] [3].

The characteristic difference between a spherical

torus (ST) device and a standard tokamak is its

small aspect ratio (A = R0/a where R0 is the

plasma major radius; a is its minor radius). A fusion

power yield suitable for a reactor is achievable in

regimes of high toroidal β (β ≡ 2µ0

∫
pdV/VB0

2

where B0 is the vacuum field at the mid-plane half

width; p and V are the plasma pressure and volume

respectively) combined with high normalized beta

(βN ≡ β a B0 / I p). These two conditions are both

requirements since the economic attractiveness of an

ST fusion reactor will also require an elevated boot-

strap current fraction [4].

The National Spherical Torus Experiment

(NSTX) [5, 6] has been designed to achieve stable

plasma discharges in the mega-ampere current

regime at elevated β and βN , exploring regimes of

high bootstrap current fraction in the ST geometry.

Previous numerical studies have provided analysis

of the ideal MHD stability limits in the low A

regimes [7]. In these studies, high-β optimized

plasma configurations with high bootstrap current

fraction were proposed for NSTX and their ideal sta-

bility limits were analyzed based on fixed-boundary

MHD equilibria. The goal of the present study is

to provide a quantitative evaluation of the changes

induced on ideal-MHD stability boundaries by

variations of the high-β equilibria anticipated for

NSTX experimental plasmas. In this analysis, a

reference equilibrium configuration is defined using

the free-boundary EFIT code [8]. Starting from

this configuration, the impact of the details of the

plasma boundary shape on ideal-MHD stability are

studied. In addition, variation of q (safety factor)

and p profiles are imposed and their effect on ideal

β-limits is evaluated. Variations on the equilibrium

inputs are introduced without imposing the further

constraint on the bootstrap current fraction.

Numerical calculations are performed using the

high-n ballooning code STBAL [9] and the low-

n stability code PEST [10]. The fixed-boundary
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EQGAC [11] equilibrium code is also used in con-

junction with EFIT to refine the equilibrium solution

and the output is used for stability analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.,

the effect of local indentations in the boundary

shape, caused by near-field effects from the poloidal

field shaping coil set, on the stability properties of

NSTX high-β plasmas is shown. Localized bound-

ary indentations produce a weakening of the local

magnetic shear in regions of high pressure gradi-

ents. These configurations are found to be unstable

to incompressible high-n ballooning displacements.

A discussion of the role of relevant terms in the bal-

looning equation is presented.

In Section 3., a numerical evaluation of variation

of the ideal β-limits induced by local changes of p and

q profiles is presented. A unique aspect of this study

is the use of experimental pressure profiles from other

tokamak devices (the spherical torus START [12]

and the DIII-D [13] tokamak) as a realistic speci-

fication of this free function, and to compare to pre-

vious studies which used generic pressure profiles. In

addition, pressure profiles obtained using the trans-

port analysis code TRANSP [14] for simulated NSTX

neutral-beam heated plasmas with modeled thermal

profiles were considered. Variation of the q profile

uncovered possible scenarios where direct access to

second stability could be achieved. Conclusions are

drawn in Section 4.

2. Impact of Plasma Boundary Defor-

mation on Stability Limits in High-

β Configurations

The baseline marginally stable reference scenario

used in this study is a β = 41.5% (βN = 8.2) equilib-

rium that was constrained to have a high bootstrap

current fraction (≈ 77%) that was well-aligned with

the total current profile [7]. The main plasma param-

eters of this equilibrium are: R = 0.86 m; a = 0.67 m;

k = 2.0; δ = 0.45; I p = 1 MA; B0 = 0.3 T; qa = 12.1;

q0 = 2.8. This equilibrium uses a set of passive con-

ducting plates for stability. In Figure 1, a plot of the

poloidal cross section of the free-boundary plasma as

computed using EFIT is shown. The profiles of the

current density J, the q profile, and the p profile are

also shown in Figure 1. The effect of the details of the

plasma boundary on the stability property of these

kind of configurations was not previously recognized

since fixed-boundary equilibria were used to perform

stability calculations [7]. In this study, a complement
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Figure 1. Free boundary poloidal flux contours and

j(R), q(R), P(R) profiles for the reference β = 41.5%

NSTX case. Also shown are the poloidal field shaping

coils and the passive stabilizing structure in the device
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Figure 2. Overlay of the plasma boundaries of two per-

turbed cases compared with the reference boundary of

Figure 1. The local indentations of the perturbed cases

are of 5.6 cm and 2.8 cm respectively.

to previously obtained results is provided using free-

boundary equilibria in a realistic geometry. During

the design phase of the NSTX, studies aimed at final-

izing the arrangement of the poloidal field coils set

(shown in Figure 1) were performed. This was done

to find a configuration allowing the sustainment of

plasmas with boundary shapes that met the require-

ments for stability at elevated β. In one set of these

variations, the radius of the PF4 shaping coils was

varied. As the distance between the shaping field

coils and the plasma was reduced, changes in the

shape of the plasma boundary were observed. Near

field effects due to the proximity of the magnetic field

2 Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 41, No. DRAFT (2001)
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Figure 3. High-n ballooning critical pressure gradient

regions for the case with local boundary indentation of

5.6 cm shown in Figure 2; the unstable regions are shown

with a shaded background. In frame (a) the β value is

the same as the reference case while (b) is the marginally

stable case at β = 21.2%. The “filament-like” unstable

regions (shaded with a darker background) correspond

to the off-mid-plane modes contribution. Frame (c) shows

the critical pressure gradient plot for the reference case

without indentation.

sources led to the generation of localized indenta-

tions of the plasma surface. In Figure 2, two of these

cases, one more extreme with a local indentation of

5.6 cm and one intermediate with local indentation

of 2.8 cm are compared. The case with local inden-

tation of 5.6 cm was obtained using the actual PF4

coil set (as shown in Figure 1) without powering the

more external PF5 shaping coils. The boundary of

the base configuration is also shown in Figure 2 for

reference and it is obtained powering the PF5 coil

set while the PF4 pair is not used. From an opera-

tional point of view, a combined use of the PF4 and

PF5 shaping coil sets widens the accessible operat-

ing space of the machine and could be beneficial to

the control of ELMs as it was done on the DIII-D

tokamak using increased poloidal squareness [15].

Ideal MHD analysis of these cases show that the

stability is degraded by the presence of the local-

ized boundary indentations (see Figure 2). Results

of the high-n ballooning calculations for the case

with larger local indentation are summarized in Fig-

ure 3(a, b, c). The plot shows the critical pressure

gradients vs. a minor-radial coordinate
√
ψN , where

the normalized poloidal flux is defined as ψN ≡
(ψ−ψ0)/(ψa−ψ0); (ψ0 and ψa are the poloidal flux

at the center and at the plasma edge respectively). In

the plot is also drawn the profile of the equilibrium

p’ ≡ dp(ψ)
dψ

. The shaded region represents the portion

of the space (p’,
√
ψN ) where the eigenvalues ω2 of

the high-n ballooning equation are negative, there-

5.6 cm indentation
2.8 cm indentation
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Figure 4. Comparison between the high-n ballooning

critical pressure gradients regions for the two cases shown

with indented boundaries shown in Figure 2.

fore the plasma is unstable on flux surfaces whose

p’ values lie inside the unstable region. In the case

of Figure 3(a), the unstable mode is localized in the

interval 0.75 ≤ √ψN ≤ 0.95.

By scaling the peak value of p and preserving the

shape of the profile, a new equilibrium is generated

at lower β (β = 21.2%) which is marginally stable

to ballooning modes on the first-stability boundary.

The (p’,
√
ψN ) contour plot of critical pressure gra-

dients for this case is shown in Figure 3(b). Since

the boundary perturbation is localized off the equa-

torial plane, the role of ballooning modes maximizing

off the mid-plane region, and the impact on the cal-

culated β-limits was studied. The filament-like for-

mations, highlighted in Figure 3(b) with a darker

background, are the unstable regions in the space

(p’,
√
ψN ) for a range of integration origin angle

ϑ0 values in the intervals 20.05o ≤ ϑ0 ≤ 40.07o;

−40.07o ≤ ϑ0 ≤ −20.05o with increments of ϑ0 =

2.86o. For values outside these ϑ0 intervals no fur-

ther unstable region is found. The marginal β-limit

previously calculated is therefore not changed by the

presence of modes with finite radial wavenumbers.

For comparison, Figure 3(c) contains the critical

pressure gradient plot for the reference stable case of

Figure 1. Progressive reduction of the local bound-

ary deformation reduces the extent of the unstable

region as shown in Figure 4 for the two equilibria of

Figure 2.

The physics mechanism governing this kind of

behavior can be understood considering the role

played by the local magnetic shear Slocal ≡ B×∇ψ
|∇ψ|2

•
∇ × B×∇ψ

|∇ψ|2
(which should not be confused with the

Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 41, No. DRAFT (2001) 3
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Figure 5. Contour plots of (a) local magnetic shear

Slocal and (b) ∇pκn for the reference case of Figure 1.

Negative quantities are plotted using a dashed line; pos-

itive values are plotted using a solid line; the separation

between positive and negative regions is highlighted with

a darker solid line.

shear of the q profile i.e., Sq ≡ dq(ψ)
dψ

) and the normal

magnetic field curvature κn in the stability of high-

n ballooning modes [16]. In general, the sign of κn
determines stabilty (κn < 0; good curvature region)

or instability (κn > 0; bad curvature region) while

large values of | Slocal | in the bad curvature region of

the plasma are stabilizing. One of the driving terms

in the ballooning equation [17] is the scalar product

of the pressure gradient with the normal field curva-

ture ∇pκn. When ∇pκn is large and | Slocal | is small

for κn > 0 it contributes values towards instability

along the ballooning equation integration path. At

low aspect ratio, such local conditions can be gen-

erated imposing local boundary indentations on the

bad curvature region of the plasma.

In the reference equilibrium case we considered,

the configuration is stable to high-n ballooning

modes. A contour plot of the quantities ∇pκn and

Slocal is shown in Figure 5(a) and 5(b) respectively.

As local arbitrary deformations are imposed to the

plasma boundary in the bad curvature region of the

plasma, regions of low Slocal are generated on both

sides of the deformation. Figure 6(a) shows a con-

tour plot of Slocal for this case. A contour plot of

∇pκn is shown in Figure 6(b) for the same per-

turbed equilibrium of Figure 6(a). Comparing Fig-

ures 6(a) and 6(b) we observe that the regions of

Slocal ≈ 0 overlap regions of maximum ∇pκn, which

locally destabilizes high-n ballooning modes.

Max ∇p κn
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Figure 6. Contour plots of (a) local magnetic shear

Slocal and (b) ∇pκn for the case with local boundary

indentation of 5.6 cm shown in Figure 2. The line con-

vention is the same as in Figure 5.

3. Effect of Localized Profile Varia-

tions on Stability of NSTX High-β

Plasmas

In this section the effect of profile variations to

the stability properties of the high-β reference case

previously shown is analyzed. The ballooning critical

pressure gradients ploted for the reference case are

shown in Figure 3(c). This configuration is stable to

high-n ballooning modes while the β-limit is set by

an n = 1 kink/ballooning mode which is stabilized

by the presence of the passive stabilizing conducting

structure. In all low-n kink stability calculations pre-

sented in this paper, the NSTX passive conducting

structure was modeled as an “effective” conducting

wall conformal to the plasma boundary shape placed

at bw ≡ (rwall - a)/a = 0.25.

3.1. q Profile Variations

Starting from the reference equilibrium, localized

variations to the monotonic q profile (q0 ' 2.8) were

applied. The impact of such variations on the calcu-

lated β-limits were studied keeping the pressure pro-

4 Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 41, No. DRAFT (2001)
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Figure 7. Local q profile variations used in the study

(solid lines). The reference q profile is shown with a

dashed line.

file shape constant. The q profile was independently

varied near the magnetic axis (+/- 30%), the middle

of the minor radius (+/- 40%), and the plasma edge

region (+/- 20%). The ranges of central and edge

variations where chosen to generate profiles with lit-

tle or no reversed q profile shear Sq . The effects of

strong reversed Sq profiles are analyzed in the set of

mid-radius variations.

An illustration of the imposed q profile variations

is given in Figure 7. The β-limits for the most desta-

bilizing set of variations are shown in Table 1. The

β-limits for all the cases presented in this section are

found by scaling down the pressure at fixed profile

shape until marginal stability is reached.

Ballooning calculations indicate that the plasma is

robustly stable for variations of the central q profile

shear Sq in the entire range considered. Figure 8(a)

and 8(b) show the critical pressure gradient plots for

the extremes of the interval at + 30% and - 30% q0

variation respectively. Low-n kink/ballooning calcu-

lations were performed for these cases for modes with

n = 1, 2, 3 and major departures from the reference

case calculated β-limits are not found in the entire

range of q0 variations.

q profile β-limit β-limit

variation no-wall bw = 0.25

no variation - 26.5% (n=1) 41.5% (n=1)

reference case

(+30%) at 30.0% (n=1) 42.6% (n=∞)

center

(-40%) at 17.0% (n=1) 36.7% (n=∞)

mid-radius

(+20%) at 18.5% (n=1) 39.2% (n=∞)

edge

combination 16.5% (n=1) 32.2% (n=∞)

of last three

Table 1. Calculated β-limits for the set of q profile

variations leading to the largest instability in each radial

zone
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Figure 8. High-n ballooning critical pressure gradient

regions for the +/- 30% central q variation cases (see Fig-

ure 7) at the same β value of the reference case. Frame (a)

refers to the positive variation while frame (b) pertains

to the negative variation

Increasing Sq in the region 0.6 ≤
√
ψN ≤ 0.9 (see

- 40% variation at mid-radius) as well as increas-

ing it more near the edge (see + 20% variation at

edge in the interval 0.7 ≤ √ψN ≤ 1.0) led to high-n

instability in the respective regions. In figures 9(a)

and 9(b) the high-n ballooning critical pressure gra-

dients plots for the (+/- 40%) mid-radius q variation

are shown respectively. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) per-

tain to the (+/- 20%) edge q variation respectively.

The appearance of ballooning unstable regions for

increased Sq with plasmas operating in the second

stability regime can be intuitively understood from

the expression that links the local magnetic shear

Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 41, No. DRAFT (2001) 5
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Figure 9. High-n ballooning critical pressure gradient

regions for the +/- 40% mid-radius q variation cases (see

Figure 7) at the same β value of the reference case. Frame

(a) refers to the positive variation while frame (b) per-

tains to the negative variation.
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Figure 10. High-n ballooning critical pressure gradient

regions for the +/- 20% q edge variation cases (see Figure

7) at the same β value of the reference case. Frame (a)

refers to the positive variation while frame (b) pertains

to the negative variation.

Slocal with Sq in a standard (S, α) model [17] with

no Shafranov shift where, by definition, S ≡ r2B0

q2
Sq

and α ≡ − 2µ0Rrq

B0

dp(ψ)
dψ

with r being the minor radial

coordinate. In this simple model, the local shear

Slocal = S −α cos θ where θ is the poloidal angle. In

the low-β first stability regime α is small and there-

fore an increased S implies an increased magnitude of

Slocal which is stabilizing. Conversely, in the high-β

second stability regime, as in this case, the α term is

comparable to S resulting in a small | Slocal | which

is destabilizing.

A remarkable feature present in both the - 40%

mid-radius q variation and the + 20% edge q vari-

ation cases is the appearance of a closed unstable

region in the (p’,
√
ψN ) space which intersects the

p’ profile. As the pressure is scaled down to reach

marginal stability, unlike the normal behavior for

a higher aspect ratio tokamak, the unstable region

reduces in size until it becomes tangent to the p’

0
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x 106

P
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P
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q
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Figure 11. Frame (a) shows a q profile resulting from

the combination of the most unstable q variations (solid

line). The reference profile is overlaid with a dashed line.

Frame (b) shows the high-n ballooning critical pressure

gradient regions for the reversed shear q profile case of

frame (a) at the same β value of the reference case.

curve on the second-stability boundary.

This particular feature could allow, in these con-

figurations, direct access to the second stability

region for high-n ballooning modes. In fact, if high-βs

are approached at constant pressure profile shape, as

β is increased the closed unstable region in the space

(p’,
√
ψN ) would appear and grow below the equi-

librium p’ curve until marginal stability is reached.

In this case the plasma will always be second stable

unless other low-n modes are excited along the way.

Low-n kink/ballooning calculations have been per-

formed for the shown scenarios to verify that direct

access to the second stable regime is attainable when

including the stabilizing conducting wall.

Combining the three q profile variations leading

to the largest instability in each radial zone (+ 30%

at center, - 40% at mid-radius, and + 20% at edge)

produces a reversed shear profile, which is marginally

stable on the second stability region boundary to

high-n ballooning modes at β = 32.2%. Figure 11(a)

shows the shape of the obtained q profile and com-

pares it to the reference. Figure 11(b) shows the crit-

ical pressure gradient plot for this configuration at

the same β value of the reference case of Figure 1.

At this value of β, the configuration is unstable.

Marginal second-stability is obtained from this case

6 Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 41, No. DRAFT (2001)
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Figure 12. Comparison between the p profiles used in

the study. Quantities are normalized to the peak value.

as the pressure is scaled down and the closed unstable

region becomes tangent to the equilibrium p’ curve.

Direct access to the second stable regime at constant

p profile shape is attainable in this configuration and

is not limited by low-n instabilities.

3.2. Pressure Profile Variations

In addition to q-profile variations, the implemen-

tation of different shapes of pressure profiles in the

reference plasma configuration shown in Figure 1 was

also considered. The pressure profile of the reference

case is relatively broad with a pressure peaking fac-

tor F p ≡ P(0)/<P> = 1.7. Pressure profile variations

were generated by considering both TRANSP mod-

eling performed using the NSTX NBI geometry with

modeled kinetic profiles, and experimental profiles

from the DIII-D tokamak and the START spherical

torus. These variations were considered as they may

be more representative of what would be expected in

an NBI heated experiment.

In Figure 12, a comparison between the shapes of

these profiles is shown. Both calculated and experi-

mental p profiles tend to be more peaked than the

reference p profile (START #35533 thermal [12],

F p ' 2.4; START #35533 with hot ions [12],

F p ' 3.5; DIII-D #82205 H-mode [13], F p ' 3.6;

TRANSP-calculated, F p ' 4.2). As shown in the

figure, the START thermal component of p is more

similar in shape to the reference profile although its

peaking factor is higher. As the hot-ion component

to the pressure is included the peaking factor of the

profile is also increased. Remarkably, a very close

similarity between the shapes of the DIII-D H-mode

and the START with hot ions contribution pressure

profiles was found. This resulted into a nearly iden-

p profile β-limit β-limit

variation no-wall bw = 0.25

no variation - 26.5% (n=1) 41.5% (n=1)

reference case

START thermal 26.1% (n=1) 40.3% (n=1)

DIII-D H-Mode 22.3% (n=1) 38.1% (n=1)

START with hot ions

TRANSP 25.0% (n=1) 35.9% (n=1)

Table 2. Calculated β-limits for the set of imposed p

profile variations

tical effect on the stability of the studied configura-

tions whether the former or the latter profile shape

was used. The calculated (TRANSP) NSTX pres-

sure profile has the highest pressure peaking factor

among the set of profiles shown in Figure 12. In

the TRANSP calculation, the electron density pro-

file is assumed to be flat ne(0)/<ne> = 1.1, similar

to that expected for H-mode operation. The temper-

ature profiles are calculated assuming this density

profile and their peak values are normalized to give

β ' 40%, after taking the beam contribution to β

into account.

Previous studies show that the stability of typical

low aspect ratio target configurations degrades as F p

increases [7]. The NSTX no-wall β-limits computed

for the p profiles with increasing pressure peaking

factor in the present study are reduced but remain

in the 20% range regardless of the q profile varia-

tion considered. In the following, the results of this

analysis are presented.

First, the cases where the different p profile shapes

are combined with the reference q profile are exam-

ined.

The calculated β-limits for these cases are summa-

rized in Table 2. Using the START thermal p profile

in the NSTX reference case geometry, a slight reduc-

tion of the β-limit (≈ 40.3%) is observed in the pres-

ence of a conformal conducting wall at bw = 0.25,

as compared to the reference case. The correspond-

ing no-wall limit is at β = 26.1%. The behavior

in this case is similar to the reference equilibrium

and the limiting factor is always due to an n = 1

kink/ballooning instability.

Of particular interest are cases where the
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cal pressure gradient regions for the p profile variation

cases. Frame (a) refers to the TRANSP p profile case (at

β=40.2%) and frame (b) to the DIII-D H-mode p profile

case (at β=43.3%).
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Figure 14. Low-n kink/ballooning computed marginal

β values vs. toroidal mode number n for the two cases of

Figure 13(a), 13(b).

TRANSP p and the DIII-D H-mode p were used

in lieu of the reference profile. In Figures 13(a)

and 13(b) the high-n critical pressure gradient plots

for these two equilibria are compared. Both cases

are marginally stable on the second stability bound-

ary but at different values of β (β = 40.2% for

the TRANSP p and β = 43.3% for the DIII-D H-

mode p). In both cases, though, high-n balloon-

ing instabilities are not the limiting factors, low-n

kink/ballooning calculations for n = 1, 2, 3 were per-

formed and the results for each case are summarized

in Figures 14(a) and 14(b) respectively. In the DIII-

D H-mode case the no-wall maximum β is limited

by an n = 1 kink/ballooning instability to a value

of 22.3%. The TRANSP pressure profile has greater

total peaking factor, but does not have the relatively

large edge pressure gradient of the DIII-D H-mode

profile responsible for the increased drive of an exter-

nal kink/ballooning mode. For the former case, the

maximum achievable β is also limited by an n = 1

mode but with a larger β = 25.0% as compared to

the latter case.

In both cases, the stabilizing effect due to the

presence of the passive plate structure is substan-

tial. For the DIII-D H-mode p profile, the stability

limit for the n = 1 kink/ballooning mode increases

to β = 38.1%. The equilibrium using the TRANSP p

profile in the presence the conducting wall yields an

n = 1 β-limit of 35.9%. The large difference between

the wall and no-wall β-limits will allow NSTX exper-

iments to identify and study the resistive wall mode

(RWM) [18] while operating significantly above the

no-wall limit.

In order to understand the effect of the pas-

sively conducting system on the internal structure

of the modes, the poloidal mode number (m) struc-

ture of the destabilized n = 1 kink/ballooning mode

have been studied using the PEST code. The results

obtained for the DIII-D H-mode p profile case at

β = 43.3% are shown in Figures 15(a, b, c). Fig-

ures 15(a) and 15(b) pertain to the case without

a stabilizing conducting structure. In this config-

uration, two modes are present, one more charac-

terized by dominant external-kink components (see

Figure 15(a)) and another with a larger internal-

kink structure. The effect of the passive conduct-

ing shell on the mode structure can be seen in Fig-

ure 15(c) Here, although the external-kink compo-

nents were stabilized, the internal-kink portion of the

mode structure is still present.

The characteristic differences in the mode struc-

ture associated with a variation of the p profile shape

can be appreciated by comparing the TRANSP and

the DIII-D H-mode p profiles cases. At β = 26.3%

and without a stabilizing wall, both cases are unsta-

ble to n = 1 kink/ballooning modes while only one

mode is present. The structure of the mode, though,

is different in the two cases. The TRANSP p pro-

file case (more peaked) shows a global mode (see

Figure 16(a)), while the DIII-D p profile case (less

peaked and with an edge pedestal) has a more pre-

dominant external kink structure (see Figure 16(b)).

For this reason, the latter class of p profiles is among

those that will more likely show a resistive wall mode

kind of instability on NSTX therefore providing a

suitable target for passive wall stabilization stud-

ies [19].

When the variations in the q profile leading to

instability are combined with the DIII-D H-mode

8 Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 41, No. DRAFT (2001)
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Figure 15. n=1 kink/ballooning m mode structure

(amplitude of the cosine component of the Fourier expan-

sion) for the DIII-D H-mode p profile case of Figure 13.

Frames (a), (b) show the structure of the two unstable

modes at the no-wall limit. Frame (c) refers to the mode

structure of the unstable mode in the presence of a con-

formal conducting wall (bW =0.25).

and TRANSP pressure profiles, the β-limits decrease

to values of the order of 20%. The limiting instability

in these cases is the high-n ballooning mode, which

is unaffected by the presence of a nearby conduct-

ing structure. These plasmas are marginally stable

on the first stability region boundary.

The “least stable” case was obtained using a cer-

tain q profile shape (not included in the previous q

profile variation) combined with the TRANSP pres-

sure profile (highest peaking factor). This q profile

was obtained from the reference q broadening the

profile in the region 0.5 ≤ √ψ ≤ 0.8 as shown in Fig-

ure 17. This profile choice moves the closed unstable

region in the critical pressure gradient space to cen-

ter on the equilibrium p’. Figures 18(a) and 18(b)
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Figure 16. Comparison between the n=1

kink/ballooning m mode structure of the TRANSP p

profile case (a) and the DIII-D H-mode p profile case

(b). Both cases are calculated without a stabilizing

conducting wall at β=26.3%.

0.0

4.0

8.0
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16.0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

q

"least stable" q variation

ψΝ

Figure 17. “Least stable” q profile shape obtained from

the reference broadening the profile in the region 0.5 ≤√
ψ ≤ 0.8 (solid line). The reference case is shown with

a dashed line.

show the high-n critical pressure gradient plot for

the DIII-D H-mode and TRANSP pressure profiles

cases at the same β value of the reference configura-

tion. As the pressure is scaled down in both cases,

the plasma is still unstable until the closed unstable

region completely disappears bringing the configu-

ration to be marginally stable on the first stability

boundary. Marginal stability is reached at β values

of 22.5% and 19.4% respectively.
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regions for the cases where the q profile of Figure 17 is
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the TRANSP p profile. The value of β is the same as in

the reference case.

4. Conclusions

The behavior of the computed ideal MHD stability

boundaries of NSTX as a function of the equilibrium

parameters in the high-β and high-βN regime was

studied. Variations of the equilibrium inputs were

imposed on a β = 41.5% (βN = 8.2) reference case

with a monotonic q-profile (q0 ' 2.8) and a broad

pressure profile (F p ≡ p(0)/<p> = 1.7). The equilib-

rium parameters varied included the plasma bound-

ary, q, and p profiles.

The impact on stability of local plasma bound-

ary indentations in the outboard portion of the

poloidal cross section was analyzed. The boundary

deformations weakened the stability of the reference

configuration due to the excitation of high-n bal-

looning modes. Marginal stability for a case with

local boundary indentations of 5.6 cm was found at

β = 21.2%. The physics responsible for the reduction

of high-n mode stability and thereby the reduction

of the β limit is the weakening of the local magnetic

field shear in the proximity of the boundary deforma-

tion on the bad curvature side of the poloidal cross

section coexisting with an increased product ∇pκn
in the same region. On NSTX, such local indenta-

tions of the plasma boundary could be intentionally

produced with the use of the existing set of shaping

field coil set.

Local perturbations of q from the reference case

indicate that the plasma is robustly stable for vari-

ations of q0 up to 30%. A magnetic q profile shear

reduction at mid-radius as well as an increase at the

edge degrades stability due to the destabilization of

high-n ballooning modes. Direct paths to the second

region of stability have also been identified.

Perturbation to p profiles are realized incorporat-

ing experimental profiles from the START spherical

torus, the DIII-D tokamak, and also using the results

of transport analysis code modeling. The implemen-

tation of experimental profiles led to reduced β-limit

due to the increased pressure peaking factor with

respect to the optimized reference case. Nontheless,

this reduction is not as drastic as previous theoret-

ical studies, where simple profile’s parametrizations

where used, would have predicted.

In conclusion, regardless of the q or p profile vari-

ation applied, the lowest calculated no-wall β-limits

remain in the range of 20%. Operation of NSTX sig-

nificantly above β ≈ 20% should require favorable

q profile shapes to avoid the high-n first stability

boundary, and conducting wall stabilization for n = 1

kink/ballooning stability.
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